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In the first oj a series oj papers, a description Í8 preaented oj a transpiration
apparatua au.itabk Jor measuring the density oj vapours oj solid• and mel.la up
to 1400 °0 in reactive atmoapherea. The Jimction oj the apparatus W<JII veriji«l
by means oj sodium chlof'ide; a satisjactory agreement between the vapour pru
aurea determined and data in the literature was jound.

INTRODUCTION

Considerable attention has been paid in recent years in the literature to vapori
zation of volatile substances from melted glasses. It appears, however, that under
operating conditions the vaporization occurs particularly in the initial stage of
melting, when the individua! components of the raw-material mix are ca.pable of
evaporating extensively before forming reaction products or melt with the other
components. Under these conditions, the vaporization is distinctly different from
that taking place during the usual experimental arrangement when measuring
vapour pressures, which is generally carried out in vacuo or in an inert gas atmos
phere. This is why the literature presents very little information on the vapori
zation of simple compounds, such as B203 , Na2C03 , Na2S04 etc. in the presencq
of reactive gases and water vapour. There is therefore a lack of essential data ap
plicable for an explanation of the behaviour of these substances under real condi
tions and for practical engineering calculations. The present study had the aim to
fill this gap at least partially. The transpiration method was chosen for the meaeu
rements, since it allows to study vaporization in the presence of reactive gases
and vapours.
TRANSPIRATION METHOD

The transpiration method is one ofthe oldest and most effective ways of studying
heterogeneous equilibria in the systems condensed phase-gas at high temperatures.
It has been used mainly for measuring vapour pressures and dissociation pressures.
It is virtually the only way of measuring these quantities in the presence of higher
concentrations of other gases. The principles of the transpiration (also called trans
portation or saturation) method are described in comprehensive studies, such as
those by Merten and Bell [l], Richardson and Alcock [2], and the like.
The principie of the method is basoo on passing a suitable gas (inert or reactive)
above a solid sample or melt so as to saturate it with the respective vapours. The
gaseous mixture is then analyzed or the amount of condensed vapours is determined
on cooling down. The vapour pressure is calculated from these data and from the
amount of gas passed over the specimen.
The saturating part of the apparatus is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The car
rier gas flows through a tube around the specimcn placed in the isotherma.l zone
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of a furnace. The narrowing of the tube in front of the specimen and behind it should
suppress lossess of vapours by diffusion.
The time of dwell of the gas in the saturation spa.ce should be adequa.tely long
to create an equilibrial concentration of the vapours throughout the ga.s volume.
2

1

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram oj the saturation part oj the tra1111piration apparatus; 1 - corrier gatJ inkf
2 - furnace, 3 - boat with aample.

The sa.turation proceeds by diffusion and also involves convection. According to
Merten and Bell [I], the following condition should be met for a lamina.r gas How
and for a 90 % saturation: v < 5.46DL, where D is the diffusion coefficient of the
vapour and L is the length of the zone containing the specimen. This condition
holds when a constant concentration of vapours is maintained at the specimen
boundary. When the diffusion coefficient of the high.temperature vapours is of
the order 1 cm2 s-1, the upper limit of the applicable rate of fl.ow of the carrier
gas in the apparatus described below amounts to v = 38 cm3 s-1 (the volume is
related to the measuring tempera.ture).
Before entering the saturation space, the carrier gas should have a rate of
How sufficient for preventing the vapours from passing in the opposite direction by
diffusion. This is ensured by narrowing the cross section, for whioh the following
oondition has to be met: v> 4.6DA/l, where A is the oross seotion area and l
is the length of the narrowed supply tube. For example, for A = I cm2 and
l = 3 cm, the minimum rate of fl.ow of the carrier gas v = 1.5 cm3 s-1, if the losses
due to diffusion are not to exceed 1 % .
The construction materials have to be chosen with regard to the measuring
temperatures (quartz glass, mullite or corundum ceramics, nickel, platinum, etc.).
Argon and nitrogen are mostly used as the inert carrier gas, and hydrogen serves
as a nonreactive carrier gas for measuring the pressures of metallic vapours.
The reactive carrier gas should either prevent dissociation, or form the required
compounds; for instance, H2 behaves as a reactive gas with respect to Ge and Si,
forming their volatile hydrides, and the measurement then yields apparent vapour
pressures [3] which are effective pressures with respect to vapour transport. Another
example is provided by the vaporization of Mo or W in an oxygen stream. The
effect of changes in partial pressure of the reactive gas sometimes allows to de
termine the type of molecules comprising the vapour [l].
The measurements are usually carried out under pressures close to atmosphe
rical pressure, but it is also possible to measure under higher pressures or at pres
sures reduced down to about 0.01 MPa. The partial pressure of the vapour in
question is calculated on the assumption of ideal behaviour using the equation:
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nv
p=---P,
v
n + ne
where nv and ne are the numbers of vapour and carrier gas moles respectively,
and P is total pressure. To calculate nv from analytiC'al data or from a known
amount of the condensed vapour, one has to know the composition of molecules
present in the vapour; this is usually determined by mass spectroscopy. For some
purposes, particularly for cngineering calculations of mass transport, one only
needs to know the total vapour density without knowing the molecular composition.
The authors of older studies dealing with the transpiration method had assumed
that even at a low rate of fl.ow the carrier gas is unsaturated, and could only be
saturated under static conditions. For this reason they e:x:trapolated the diagra.ms
of apparent vapour pressure in terms of carrier gas flow rate to a zero rate of
flow. This method mostly yielded excessively high values. Suitable conditions
for correct measurements have therefore to be determined experimentally in the
way indicated in Fig. 2. This shows the curves of vapour density and vaporization
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Fig. 2. Vapour density [g litre-•] and vaporization rate [g cm-2 a-1] 11a. caf'f'ier gas rate o/ jlow [latrH
min-•].

rate, both in dependence on the fl.ow rate of the carrier gas. Region I is characteri
zed by diffusion effects, i.e. a loss of some of the vapours by diffusion, which is
relatively fast compared to the carrier gas .flow. Regular saturation takes place
in the region II; the vapour density remains constant, the amount of vapour incre
ases linearly with the carrier gas rate of .flow. The actual vapour pressure is evalua
ted within this region. In region III, the rate of fl.ow of the carrier gas is so fa.st
that it cannot be saturated with the vapours; the region may be suita.hle for pro
viding information on the vaporization kinetics. Complete saturation of the
carrier gas, which is indicated bv a distinct horizontal section ofthe vapour density
curve, can be ensured only with a suitc,ble design of the saturating part of the
apparatus.
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APPABATUS
The design of the appa.ra.tus wa.s ba.sed above all on the experience published
in [4 through 8]. A similar method has more recently been described, e.g. in [9].
A schematic diagram of our appa.ratus is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Schematio diagram oj ehe eran,piratioft afJP(Jmtua.

In a.n electric resistance furnace (6) there is a corundum or quartz tube (7), the
so called „outer" one, closed at both ends by metal flanges with union nuts and
ses.led with silicon rubber rings. Through the front flange (to the left) pa.sses the
platinum "interna.I" tube (8), 20 mm in dia.meter, terminating in the isothermic
fumace zone. The tube is loosely closed with a platinum crucible (12) to slow
down the gas flow (for better saturation) and to throttle the cross section (to
suppress vapour losses due to diffusion). It is also possible to use corundum or
qua.rtz inner tubes and to protect their inner surface from the vapours by covering
them with a pla.tinum she.et.
In the sa.turation part of the inner tube, there is a platinum boat (11)
70 x 12 X 7 mm in size, containing the substance to be tested. Close to the boat
there is the junction of thermocouple (9) which is protected with a. corundum tube
(10) provided with a.n element decreasing the furnace cross section, thus pre
venting the vapours from esca.ping from the heat zone by diffusion. The end of the
inner tube (8) is inserted into the expa.nded end of platinum tube (13) serving a.s
a condensate collector. This tube is fitted and sealed in the rear flange (to the
right in the Figure) provided with cooling ribs. A Teflon holder for aerosol filter (14]
is fitted to the collector outside the furnace. In a.nother arra.ngement, the filter is
replaced by a. wa.shing fl.a.sk containing a suita.hle a.bsorbing liquid.
The respective carrier gas is passed from a pressure cylinder (l) through dessica
ting column (2) containing silica gel a.nd Ca.Cl2 , or CaC]z and Mg(Cl04)2 . The ga.s
strea.m is then bra.nched into two fi.ow rate controllers (3 and 5) capable of ma.inta.i
ning, within 0.1-1 litre/min, a. constant rate of fi.ow independently of output
pressure. From the controller (3) the gas pa.sses through the front flange to the
outer tube, rinsing it and then entering into the carrier ga.s fl.ow through the
gap between the inner tube a.nd the collector. The manometer (16) installed in
the rinse gas line serves for setting the overpressure in the outer tube, whioh pre.
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STUDIUM VYPA�OVÁN1 JEDNODUCHÝCH LÁTEK
POUžtVANÝCH K TAVEN:t SKLA
I. VYSOKOTEPLOTN:t TRANSPIRACN:t APARATURA
Jan Hlaváč, Miroslav Karásek, Ludmila Rybaříkov á
Vyaoká lkola chemicko-fecllnologická, 166 28 Praha
Byla konstruována transpiračni aparatura pro měřeni tlaků par nad pevnými látkami
a taveninami do 1400 °C. V elektrické peci s topným pásmem délky 12 cm, udržovaným po dobu
měření na ± 3 °C, je zasunuta Pt trubice •pojená s jímačem kondenzátu. Vzorek je umístěn
na Pt lodičce. Jako nosný plyn se používá dusík, argon aj., popř. jejich směsi s vodní parou
nebo jinými plyny. Množství vypařené látky se určuje z úbytku hmotnosti vzorku nebo
z množství kondenzátu a. z objemu prošlého nosného plynu. Podmínky ó.plného sycení se určují
ze závislosti hustoty par na. objemovém průtoku plynu. Ověření funkce aparatury a správ
nosti mě řeni bylo provedeno pomocí NaCl, pro který je v literatuře dostatek ó.da.jů; byla
zjiětěna. uspokojivá shoda..
Obr. l. Schéma a,líci Mati lrampirační aparatury; l - v11tup noariého plynu, 2- pec, 3- lodUka
11e vzor/um.
Obr. 2. Zátnlllo111 1IU8toty par (gl-1) a rychloati vypafování (gcm-2a-1) na priltoku no.mélw plynu
(Z min-•).
O br. 3. Schéma waMpirafuí apMatury.
O br. 4. Zátnlllo11t 111Jcení nomého plynu parami NaCl na ;eho priltoku.
Obr. 6. Srovnán, Uaktl páry NaCl II literárními údaji;
Ewing a Stem [16], o StuU [1.5], ■ Fiock
a Rodebwh [11], c Barton a Bloom [12], • lrampirafuí m'"ni [17].
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